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T/W
Exploring Ungrading in an Elementary Writing
Methods Course
Jen McConnel, Longwood University
Teaching (and living) in these pandemic times has changed me. I have found
myself reconsidering all facets of my work with an eye toward recognizing the
humanity of the members of any learning community, while at the same time
working to cultivate a learning environment that is rich and challenging for the
future educators I work with. I have become less interested in the idea that anything
I teach can be distilled to a simple, right or wrong answer, and instead, I find myself
compelled to open the classroom up as a space of inquiry and shared and individual
transformation. So when I started listening to other educators on Twitter sharing
their experiences adapting to an ungrading mindset, I was increasingly compelled
to learn more.
Over the summer of 2021, I dove into the research from the ungrading
movement, first by slowly reading and considering each of the wonderful essays
collected in Blum’s Ungrading: Why Rating Students Undermines Learning (and
What to Do Instead) (2020). I was cautiously intrigued by the principles of
ungrading and the research that suggests that when less emphasis is put on grades,
student learning deepens. However, I could not quite fathom how to commit to
ungrading practices in my own teaching until I read Point-Less: An English
Teacher’s Guide to More Meaningful Grading, By Sarah M. Zerwin (2020).
Zerwin’s book made the idea of ungrading feel concrete and attainable, particularly
in any classroom that focused on writing. As a teacher-writer and a passionate
teacher of writing, I decided that the ideal place to experiment with these practices
was in Writing for the Elementary Classroom, the elementary methods course at
my institution.
THE COURSE
I’ve taught this course each semester since coming to my institution, and
although I cannot seem to stop tweaking the course, each iteration of it is one I love
more than the one before. As I pondered the way I could fold ungrading into my
practice, this methods course presented an ideal opportunity for such an experiment.
I already emphasize to students that they should spend the semester learning to

probe their identities as teacher-writers and teachers of writing as we work to
answer the guiding question of the course: How can teachers most effectively help
elementary students develop and use writing skills to learn, understand, explore,
and communicate in the 21st century?
My first step toward ungrading was to revisit the grading requirements set
down by my university. As a pre-tenure faculty member, I was not fully
comfortable jumping into the ungrading pond until I made sure there were no
policies in existence that would stymie me. I was heartened when I read that our
faculty manual did not assign specific percentages to grading, but instead focused
on a four-point scale that was supported by narrative descriptions. I was particularly
drawn toward the university’s stated difference between an “A” and a “B”:
• The grade of "A" indicates excellence in learning and scholarship. Such
scholarship should involve not only the recall of information, but also the
ability to communicate the information effectively and to understand its
importance and application. To earn an “A”, you must consistently exceed
expectations regarding course objectives.
• The grade of "B" indicates substantial mastery of all of the objectives of
the course. To earn a “B”, you must demonstrate mastery of the course
objectives. (Longwood University, 2021)
It began to feel like my experiment could stand within the framework that already
exists at my institution, and I felt further encouraged when I had an enthusiastic
talk with my chair about the possibilities of ungrading in general. As the summer
progressed and I continued to tweak the course for the upcoming fall, I finally
decided to dip a toe into an ungrading approach. I copied the narrative grade
description from the university into my syllabus, and then I prefaced it with the
following explanation:
When educators speak of assessment, we generally consider three different
purposes:
• Assessment FOR learning, which is a formative part of the
learning process where the teacher takes stock and provides
feedback to students;
• Assessment AS learning, where the student assesses themselves and
makes a plan to move forward reflectively;
• Assessment OF learning, the summative final assessment conducted by
the teacher to check overall achievement and learning in a particular
unit.
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We will work with a variety of research-informed formative and summative
assessment practices FOR, AS, and OF learning in this course, including
student-teacher conferences, peer review, and self-assessment based on
your mastery and depth of understanding of our course learning objectives.
(McConnel, 2021)
Next, I began to pull apart the departmental learning outcomes for the course,
and I was encouraged to realize that these outcomes were already wellpositioned for an assessment approach that emphasized feedback, process, and
reflection. The departmental outcomes for this course indicate that students will
learn to:
1.

Demonstrate reflective thinking about students, schools, teaching, and
professional behavior while understanding that each student is at a unique
stage in their writing development;
2. Be familiar with emergent and early literacy while implementing writing
instruction;
3. Develop a coherent, sound theory of writing instruction that you can
articulate and which guides you as you
a) Develop materials, assessments, and resources for writing
instruction across the curriculum;
b) Design and implement strategies for writing instruction with
individuals and small groups;
c) Evaluate and assess writing;
d) Appraise lessons, methodologies, assessment, and evaluation
techniques;
e) Improve research skills; and
f) Improve 21st century skills and demonstrate their importance to
writing instruction (McConnel, 2021)
Reflection has always been a part of my teaching practice, but I had always felt
compelled to have students produce more content-based texts than reflective
texts, perhaps because of my past life as a middle and high school teacher.
However, I fully believe, as Daniels and Beck point out, that “Every human
being can benefit from a writing practice to discover meaning, to make
connections with others, to remain committed to a life of learning, and to
maintain well-being,” (Daniels & Beck, 2020, p. 24), and the importance of a
personal, reflective writing practice is something I began to center throughout
my experiment with ungrading this methods course.
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I revised my course assignments to reflect this shift, moving the
reflective writing from its prior category of participation to two stand-alone
assessments, shifting half of the final grade for students to these reflective
papers. I was still a bit hesitant about handing the reins over to students and
letting them self-assess or co-create the assessment criteria with me, however,
so I attempted to create a rubric for the reflective assignments. I thought that I
could marry my practice of “objective” assessment that relied on rubrics with
the principles of ungrading, not seeing the contradiction: ungrading emphasizes
the idea that assessment is not an objective enterprise, but rather a subjective
interpretation of student work and understanding. Still, I thought it would work
to keep one foot safely on the shore of my past pedagogical practices.
After reading about a dozen of the 50-some assignments for the first
submission, I realized that my rubric was simply not working. I realized that I
couldn’t embrace ungrading principles while clinging to traditional methods of
assessment, and I made a decision to do something I’ve never done before: I
stopped trying to assess with my rubric, deleted the grades I had already
assigned (after downloading my comments, of course), and then told my classes
that I had made a mistake. It was a huge exercise in vulnerability for me, to bring
the problem to them, but because they are all future teachers, and because I
already try to teach with a “behind the curtain” approach by explaining my
pedagogical decisions regularly, I felt that I could take this vulnerable step by
making the conversation multi layered about their present identities as students
as well as their future roles as teachers.
I reflected on the process in real-time on Twitter, and I want to share
some of my in-the-moment observations here:
In the past, I have tweaked assignments and assessments after the fact, but
here I am in the middle of giving feedback, reinventing the process. But it
feels really worth the risk. […] I've talked about this with 2 out of 3 classes
so far, and together, we've reached an understanding of what differentiates
"A" work from "B" work. Spoiler: they used the checklist I had already
provided them with and rooted our shared understanding there. […] I am
excited to see how this develops. It's hard for me to let go of rubrics and
surrender control, but the more I lean into an ungrading approach, the more
I realize I HAVE To commit at all stages of assessment, not just the design
and structure of the assessment.
Based on the conversations with students, I returned to the assignment and
recorded audio feedback for everyone, without referencing a number or letter grade.
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The following week, I set aside a day of class time and asked students to self-assess
based on the criteria we developed together, and I told students I was reserving the
right to override any grades they submitted that I did not agree with. Once again,
here are my in-the-moment Twitter reflections of the process of guiding students
through a self-assessment of their own writing:
Many of them found it stressful. Most of them submitted really thoughtful
assessment justifications tied to assignment criteria. I agreed with nearly all
of their self-assigned grades. I’ll call that a win for this first time!
And the students affirmed my observations. This comment from one student’s
midterm is a beautiful example of the kind of thoughts students shared with me
about the ungrading process:
Writing when there is no grade attached, especially in my writer’s notebook,
helped me realize that writing is not all about the grades you receive but
about what you learned. It was an adjustment process for me however I am
less focused on the grade I receive and more about the content of what I am
writing. This has led me to be more confident about my writing; just because
you do not get an A on an assignment does not mean that the work was
terrible. I learned that you can still have outstanding work but there is
always room for improvement.
Other students also articulated that the ungrading practices in our course helped
them develop their confidence in writing, while also contributing to their deepening
awareness of the nuances of assessment: both things that supported my overall
objectives in this methods course.
As the semester went on, I continued to ask students to reflect on their
learning, to co-create the criteria for what an “A” should look like, and to provide
feedback in a range of ways. I required students to conference with me for 15
minutes virtually as part of a large project; I made space during in-class instruction
to work and answer questions; I encouraged (but did not, for the first time, require)
students to bounce ideas with each other and engage in peer review; and I shared
my thoughts and suggestions at each point in the semester when students shared
their work with me. While I did not ask students to formally self-assess again during
the semester, I continued to lean into writing as a space for reflection.
Inviting these pre-service teachers behind the curtain of my grading
practices as I stumbled through this first attempt at ungrading made pedagogical
sense for their own learning as they developed their own philosophies of writing
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assessment. By exploring ungrading in the methods course, I unintentionally found
a way to help students form their own understanding of one of the primary threshold
concepts Adler-Kassner and Wardle (2015) share in their book Naming What We
Know: “All writers have more to learn.”
This deceptively simple idea constitutes a threshold concept in writing
studies because, once it is internalized, the learner’s perception of writing will be
forever changed. If we all have more to learn, then it also follows that our writing
can never reach perfection, but instead should be treated as something fluid and
able to change as we do, rather than a fixed representation of our learning and our
selves.
The idea of threshold concepts is one that I find rich with possibility. In
their early work on the theory, Meyer and Land conceive of threshold concepts as
“akin to a portal, opening up a new and previously inaccessible way of thinking
about something” (2003, p. 1). Threshold concepts are, in short, points of powerful
change and potential struggle we may encounter while learning and find ourselves
forever changed, and that perfectly sums up my first experiment bringing ungrading
into the methods course: as a teacher, I was forever changed, and it appears that
many of my students were, as well.
At the end of the semester, as others have found when implementing
ungrading principles (Blum, 2020), my grade distributions were not abnormal
compared to my previous iterations of this methods course. More than that,
however, I was surprised to find I had classes where the majority of the students
actually said they enjoyed their work and the ways in which they were assessed in
our course. All in all, the process was at turns exhausting and exhilarating. Despite
the moments when I thought that perhaps I could make my life easier if I reverted
to my rubrics, I stuck with it because I have never seen depth of learning and
personal transformation happen on such a large scale in this course before. Usually,
one or two students leaves the class expressing to me that they have been changed
in some meaningful way: in my first semester embracing an ungrading mindset,
only a few students did not tell me that the class had transformed them.
Ungrading helped my students recognize that the act of writing (and
teaching writing) is not a single learning experience, but one that transcends the
entirety of an individual’s time in school. Indeed, learning through this process with
my students reminded me that all writers really do have more to learn, myself
included.
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MY TAKEAWAYS (SO FAR)
Here are the things I learned from bringing ungrading practices into the methods
course:
1. It is hard, but it is easier if you can make the students co-conspirators (which
perfectly fits the ungrading mindset, anyway). Open, honest conversations
with students about assessment made it work better.
2. Nothing has to be set in stone. I stayed committed to the assignment
descriptions and weights presented in the syllabus, but I revised the way I
assessed those assignments through the semester, with student feedback.
3. Asking students to write reflectively and assess themselves paired
beautifully with my goal in the course to help these preservice teachers
develop their identities as both teachers of writing and teacher-writers.
WHAT’S NEXT?
While I love the depth that an ungrading mindset cultivated, I also acknowledge
that working with these principals was exhausting not only for me, but in some
ways, for the students. Many told me that they had never been asked to reflect on
their own work to such an extent, and while they found it powerful, they also told
me that jumping into such a different practice was unsettling and added to their
stressors throughout the semester. I was reminded through this process that
relationships with writing and reflection are complicated and individualized, and
that students need to be provided explicit instruction in what it means to write
reflectively.
With an eye toward simplifying stress and work loads for all of us in the current
semester, I have revised my course assessment so that roughly 40% of the total
course grade comes from student reflection and self-assessment of learning, with
the other portion of the grade giving me space to more traditionally assess student
understanding of concrete concepts. I am hopeful that this balance continues to
encourage a shift in student thinking to place more emphasis on their learning rather
than my ability to bestow a certain grade upon them. I plan to continue this
experiment and work toward full ungrading practices someday in the future (and
maybe even try out contract grading), but in this moment, I want to offer my
reflections on this experiment to anyone else who might want to dip a toe into
ungrading in a methods course but feels unable to fully dive in, for whatever reason.
So far, it’s been worth it, and even if I am still just wading in the shallows, the
students have gone deeper than I anticipated.
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